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Humans recognize faces exceptionally well. However, the neural correlates of face recognition are still elusive.
Accumulated evidence in recent years suggests that the anterior temporal lobe (ATL), in particular face-selective
region in the ATL, is a probable locus of face recognition. Unfortunately, functional MRI (fMRI) studies encounter
severe signal drop-out in the ventral ATL, where that ATL face area resides. Consequently, all previous studies
localized this region in no more than half of the subjects and its volume was relatively small. Thus, a systematic
exploration of the properties of the ATL face area is scarce. In the current high-resolution fMRI study we used
coronal slice orientation, which permitted us to localize the ATL face area in all the subjects. Furthermore, the
volume of the area was much larger than was reported in previous studies. Direct within subjects comparison
with data collected with the commonly used axial slice orientation confirmed that the advantage of the coronal
slice orientation in revealing a reliable and larger face-selective area in the ATL. Finally, by displaying the
face-selective activations resultant from coronal and axial scanning together, we demonstrate an organization
principle of a chain of face-selective regions along the posterior–anterior axis in the ventral temporal lobe that is
highly reproducible across all subjects. By using the procedure proposed here, a significant progress can be made
in studying the neural correlates of face recognition.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

The anterior temporal lobe (ATL) has been implicated in social and
emotional processing as well as in semantic and episodic memory and
is therefore of great interest to neurologists and cognitive neuroscientists
(Bonner and Price, 2013; Olson et al., 2007; Visser et al., 2009;Wong and
Gallate, 2012). In recent years, accumulating evidence suggests that it
may also play a key role in face processing and face recognition (for re-
view: Von Der Heide et al., 2013). In particular, the ATL was shown to
contain identity information in humans (Anzellotti et al., 2013;
Kriegeskorte et al., 2007; Nestor et al., 2008, 2011; Rotshtein et al.,
2005) and in macaque monkeys (Eifuku et al., 2004; Eifuku et al., 2011;
Freiwald and Tsao, 2010). Impaired activity in the ATL area and disrupted
connectivity of this regionwith posterior occipito-temporal regions were
suggested as a possible cause for congenital prosopagnosia (Avidan and
Behrmann, 2009; Avidan et al., 2005, 2013). Furthermore, the
face-selective portion of the ATL, which has been reported in a few
human fMRI studies (Avidan et al., 2013; Nasr and Tootell, 2012; Pinsk
et al., 2009; Rajimehr et al., 2009; Tsao et al., 2008) and in fMRI studies
of the macaque (e.g. Freiwald and Tsao, 2010; Ku et al., 2011; Tsao et
al., 2008) was postulated to play an important role in face recognition.
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Unfortunately, the ATL, especially its ventral part, suffers from severe
fMRI signal drop-out due to magnetic susceptibility caused by the ear
canal (Carr et al., 2010; De Panfilis and Schwarzbauer, 2005; Devlin et
al., 2000; Gorno-Tempini et al., 2002; Kriegeskorte et al., 2007; Leopold
et al., 2006; Olman et al., 2009; Rajimehr et al., 2009). This magnetic
field distortion may explain why face-selective activations in the ATL
were more reliably found with positron emission tomography (PET)
(Sergent et al., 1992) than in fMRI experiments. Indeed, three recent
fMRI studies (Pinsk et al., 2009; Rajimehr et al., 2009; Tsao et al., 2008)
that explored face-selectivity in the ATL, reported poor activations in
this area. In particular, a face-selective response was found in only half
of the subjects in Pinsk et al. (2009) (area AT) and in Rajimehr et al.
(2009) (area ATFP) and in less than a third of the subjects in Tsao et al.
(2008) (areaAFP2). Furthermore, the volumeof this regionwas relatively
small (less than 75 mm3 in Tsao et al. (2008) and less than 107 mm3 in
Pinsk et al. (2009)). Given that this area is localized in only a fraction of
subjects and its small volume, a systematic and reliable investigation of
its functional properties cannot be performed. Consequently, our under-
standing of the role of the ATL face-area in face recognition is currently
limited.

The present study reports a scanning procedure that allows reliable
detection of the face-selective ATL in the majority of subjects. Unlike all
previous studies, which acquired fMRI data with axial slice orientation,
in the current studywe used coronal slice orientation. The choice of cor-
onal slice orientation was guided by previous observations that coronal
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slice orientation reduces susceptibility artifacts (e.g. O'Doherty et al.,
2001; Ojemann et al., 1997; Olman et al., 2009; Whalen et al., 2008).
In particular, it has been suggested that coronal slice orientation mini-
mizes signal drop-out by displacing through-plane dephasing, phase
cancelation, and phase dispersion (Whalen et al., 2008). Because we
used high-resolution scanning (2.08 × 2.08 × 2.4 mm voxel size), a
consecutive one-slab scanning did not cover both the anterior and the
mid-temporal lobe. Thus, to obtain scanning coverage of face-selective
areas in the mid-fusiform gyrus and posterior superior temporal sulcus
(STS), the slices were split into two non-consecutive slabs [“multislab”
method (Bernstein et al., 2004; Oshio et al., 1991; Posse et al., 2012)]:
the anterior slab covered the face areas in the ATL and the posterior
slab covered the mid-fusiform gyrus and the STS (see Fig. 1A). In
order to estimate whether coronal slice orientation is indeed beneficial
for detecting face-selective activations in the anterior temporal lobe, in
Experiment 1, we directly compare within subjects data collected with
coronal slice orientation with data collected with the standard axial
slice orientation. In Experiment 2, we examined the reliability of the ac-
tivations revealed with coronal orientation by measuring the magni-
tude of face-selectivity of the ATL face area using data collected from
independent scans.
Materials and methods

Apparatus

MRI data were collected using a 3 T GE MRI scanner with an
8-channel head coil. The echo planar imaging sequence used to collect
the fMRI data had the following parameters: TR = 2 s, TE = 30 ms,
flip angle: 90°, FOV 200 mm, acquisition bandwidth 250 kHZ and slice
thickness 2.4 mm (no gap). Acquisition matrix was 96 × 96 (in plane
resolution 2.08 × 2.08 mm), which was reconstructed into 128 × 128
matrix (in plane resolution 1.56 × 1.56 mm). In Experiment 1 subjects
were scanned using both coronal and axial orientations; in Experiment
2 only the coronal orientation was used. The coronal and axial slice
orientations are shown in Figs. 1A and B, respectively. The slice
prescription of the coronal orientation was as follows: the anterior
slab, which covered the anterior temporal region, was comprised of
13 slices (Experiment 1) and 11 slices (Experiment 2); the posterior
slab was comprised of the remaining slices, while the total number of
A B

Fig. 1. Slice orientation shown in mid-sagittal view: A. The position of the coronal slices for o
covered the anterior temporal region ventrally with parts of the frontal lobes dorsally; poste
ventrally and part of the parietal lobe dorsally. B. The position of the commonly used axial
slices varied between subjects from 23 to 25 slices. Anatomical SPGR
images were collected with 1 × 1 × 1 mm resolution.

Subjects

Eleven healthy volunteers (age: 24–44, 5 females, all right-handed)
participated in Experiment 1. One subject who fell asleep during the
scan was excluded from the analysis. Nine healthy volunteers (age:
22–28, 6 females, all right-handed) participated in the Experiment 2.
All subjects gave informed consent to participate in the study, which
was approved by the ethics committee of the Tel Aviv SouraskyMedical
Center.

Stimuli

Experiment 1
All stimuli were color images. The face stimuli were unfamiliar male

faces taken from FACES Database (Ebner et al., 2010). Object stimuli
were images of tables, taken from various Internet sources. In total
there were 32 images of faces and 32 images of tables. The size of the
stimuli was 7 × 7° of visual angle.

Experiment 2
Face and object stimuli included grayscale images of famous male

faces and cups, taken from various Internet sources. In total there
were 16 images of faces and 16 images of cups. The size of the stimuli
was 7 × 7° of visual angle.

Design

Design of both experimentswas similar. Face and object stimuli were
presented in separate blocks (blocked-design). The blocks in each scan
were arranged in triplets of face–object–fixation to avoid consecutive
presentation of two blocks of the same type. In each scan there were
10 face blocks, 10 object blocks and 10 fixation blocks. The order of
face and object blocks was counterbalanced. Duration of stimulus and
fixation blockswas 16 s and 8 s respectively. Each stimulus block includ-
ed 16 trials. Stimulus presentation time was 0.3 s and inter-stimulus
interval time was 0.7 s. The total scan duration was 6:52 min. To ensure
that subjects paid attention to the stimuli, they were asked to press a
ne representative subject. The anterior slab (blue color) was comprised of 13 slices and
rior slab was comprised of the remaining 10–12 slices and covered mid-temporal areas
orientation slices for one representative subject.



Table 1
Right and left ATL face area: individual subjects MNI coordinates (center of mass) volume for the coronal (left side) and axial (right side) slice orientations.

Right ATL face Area Left ATL face Area

Coronal slice orientation Axial slice orientation Coronal slice orientation Axial slice orientation

MNI coordinates volume
(mm3)

MNI coordinates volume
(mm3)

MNI coordinates volume
(mm3)

MNI coordinates volume
(mm3)

subject X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z

ai 40 −8 −35 112 0 −31 −11 −41 296 0
aj 35 −12 −35 48 34 −15 −29 40 −36 −12 −30 8 −36 −15 −30 64
az 35 −9 −44 208 43 −16 −35 40 −36 −16 −44 256 −36 −19 −33 320
bs 36 −13 −41 312 0 0 0
ne 32 −12 −40 104 0 −35 −12 −40 168 −37 −11 −31 48
ol 30 −10 −36 448 30 −14 −31 144 −30 −12 −38 224 −32 −12 −38 8
rm 30 −10 −38 8 0 −33 −9 −31 240 0
sk 30 −8 −39 16 0 −35 −7 −39 64 0
sm 33 −8 −35 856 34 −7 −34 336 −34 −10 −28 144 −36 −11 −28 88
vd 34 −6 −45 392 34 −12 −38 144 −40 −13 −28 424 −39 −16 −26 368
Mean 34 −10 −39 250.4 35 −13 −33 70.4 −34 −11 −35 182.4 −36 −14 −31 89.6
MSE 1.01 0.7 1.17 83.45 6.67 2.74 6.26 34.64 1.01 0.7 1.17 83.45 2.14 1.59 1.57 34.64
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response key whenever the same image appeared in two consecutive
trials (a one-back task). The number of repetitions varied from block to
block (minimum number was zero and maximum number was four).
To prevent identity discrimination based on apparent motion, the
location of the stimuli varied across trials with a random jitter of 20
pixels (0.35° of visual angle). In Experiment 1 all subjects completed 6
scans (3 coronal and 3 axial orientations). The order of coronal/axial
scans was interleaved, while the slice orientation of the first scan was
counterbalanced across subjects. In Experiment 2 all subjects completed
5 scans with coronal orientation only.

Data analysis

Preprocessing
SPM5 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK;

www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) was used for data analysis. The functional scans
were realigned, motion corrected, normalized to 2 × 2 × 2 voxel resolu-
tion usingMNI template and smoothedwith a FWHM = 3 × 3 × 3 mm
kernel. The normalization was done using a unified segmentation proce-
dure (Ashburner and Friston, 2005). In EPI scans first six volumes (12 s)
were discarded from the analysis.

Region of interest analysis
A GLM was estimated for each subject (HRF boxcar function). The

GLM was estimated using two regressors one for faces and one for
objects. Face-selective areas (fusiform face area [FFA], superior tem-
poral sulcus [STS], ATL face-area, amygdala and the prefrontal cortex)
were found using faces > object contrast (p b 0.001, uncorrected).
Time courses were extracted for each regressor using the MarsBaR re-
gion of interest toolbox for SPM (Brett et al., 2002). The peak plateau
values (from TR = 4 to TR = 8 from block onset) were averaged and
analyzed using SPSS 17.

To establishwhether the face-selective ATL voxels are locatedwithin
gray matter we used gray matter maps from segmentation procedure.
Using a custom-made MATLAB code, for each subject individually, the
values from gray matter map that corresponded to face-selective ATL
ROIs were extracted. Only the voxels with gray matter probability of at
least 80% were considered as gray matter voxels.

Time series signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR) (Kruger and Glover,
2001; Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2010) was calculated for each subject
based on the first scan (200 volumes) of the experiment (Peelen and
Caramazza, 2012) for the scans in coronal and axial slice orientation.
The tSNR was calculated in the following way: first, the time course for
each voxel of the face-selective ATL was extracted; second, all time
courses were averaged resulting in one ROI time course; and third, tSNR
was calculated as mean ROI time course value divided by the standard
deviation.
Results

Experiment 1

Behavioral results
Average performance on the one-back task (i.e., correct detection of

two consecutive images) was 81.5% (MSE: 3.7%) for faces and 72.6%
(MSE: 5.3%) for tables. Average correct detection rate was significantly
higher for faces comparing to tables (two-tailed t-test, t(9) = 2.46,
p = 0.036).

Functional MRI results

Within subject comparison between coronal and axial slice orientation
The volume and MNI coordinates of face-selective activations in the

ATL for coronal and axial slice orientation are reported in Table 1. In
line with previous reports (Nasr and Tootell, 2012; Pinsk et al., 2009;
Rajimehr et al., 2009) using axial slice orientation the face-selective
ATL was found in about half of the subjects only. Five out of 10 subjects
showed a right ATL and 6 out of 10 subjects showed a left ATL. Notably,
using coronal slice orientation we localized the right ATL face area in all
participants and the left ATL face area in 9 out of 10 participants. Further-
more, the volume of the ATL face area using coronal orientationwas 2–3
times larger (right hemisphere: 250 mm3, left hemisphere: 182 mm3)
comparing to the axial orientation (right hemisphere: 70 mm3, left
hemisphere: 90 mm3) (Table 1, Fig. 2). Paired t-test which compared
the volume of the ATL face area across the two scanning orientations re-
vealed significantly larger volume with coronal compared to the axial
scanning orientation: right hemisphere [t(9) = 3.42, p b 0.001, paired
t-test, two-tails] and in the left hemisphere [t(8) = 2.44, p = 0.04,
paired t-test, two-tails]; notably, the volume of the ATL face area local-
ized using axial orientation that we found is consistent with previous
reports in Tsao et al. (2008) and in Pinsk et al. (2009) that found an
ATL face area of less than 100 mm3. The ATL face-selective activations
were mostly located in gray matter: in the right ATL face area 68.9%
(SEM = 4.9%) and in the left ATL face area 80.3% (SEM = 7.3%) of the
voxels were gray matter voxels.

To test whether the better ATL face-selective activations we
obtained using coronal slice orientation were due to higher signal-to-
noise compared to axial orientation, we calculated time series signal-
to-noise ratio (tSNR) (Kruger and Glover, 2001; Weiner and Grill-
Spector, 2010) for coronal and axial slice orientation scanning in the
ATL face area that we localized with the coronal slice orientation. Our
results show that the values of tSNR in the ATL face area (bilaterally)
were higher for coronal than in axial slice orientation (right ATL
face area [t(9) = 2.62, p = 0.03], the left ATL face area [t(9) = 2.27,
p = 0.05]). Fig. 3 shows for one representative subject (subject “az”)

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk
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Fig. 2. Individual face-selective activations (faces > tables contrast; p b 0.001, uncorrected) localized using coronal slice orientation (A) and axial slice orientation (B) clearly show
better localization of the face ATL in the former. The functional activations of each of the coronal and axial scanning were both overlaid on an axial anatomical image for best view-
ing of ATL face-area. Cross-hair indicates the right ATL face area. Please note that in some cases (e.g. left ATL face-area in subject “vd”) the right and left ATL cannot be observed on
the same horizontal slice. A complete depiction of the location and volume of the face-selective areas for each subject is reported in Table 1.
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the raw EPI volume of the two slabs that were collected in the coronal
orientation scanning. Face-selective activations are overlaid on the
A 

B 

ATL face area

Fig. 3. A. Raw EPI volume of the two slabs that were collected during coronal orienta-
tion scanning for a representative subject (subject “az”). B. The same raw EPI volume
with overlaid face-selective activations. Note the good quality of the signal in the loca-
tion of the in the ATL face area (pointed by the arrows).
EPI volume. The good quality of the signal at the location of the face-
selective ATL can be seen.

The effect of number of face object blocks in localizing the ATL face area
It has been recently suggested that a large number of face and object

blocks (50–70 blocks) is needed in order to obtain face-selective activa-
tions in the ATL (Rajimehr et al., 2009). To test the effect of the number
Table 2
The volume of the left and right ATL face areas in each subject as a function of number
of blocks per condition. For example, 10 blocks per condition (second column of the
table) means that there were 10 blocks of face stimuli and 10 blocks of object stimuli.

ID Right ATL face area Left ATL face area

10 blocks
(mm3)

20 blocks
(mm3)

30 blocks
(mm3)

10 blocks
(mm3)

20 blocks
(mm3)

30 blocks
(mm3)

ai 0 0 112 56 184 296
aj 16 40 48 0 0 8
az 32 176 208 128 144 256
bs 64 248 312 0 0 0
ne 0 88 104 0 152 168
ol 80 280 448 16 104 224
rm 0 0 8 152 144 240
sk 0 0 16 0 0 64
sm 448 688 856 88 120 144
vd 96 200 392 232 416 424
Mean 73.6 172 250.4 67.2 126.4 182.4
MSE 43.14 66.48 83.45 25.67 39.01 42.31



Table 3
Volume and coordinates (center of mass) of the ATL face area, prefrontal face area, FFA,
STS and amygdala averaged across subjects.

Region Number of
subjects

Average volume
(mm3)

MNI coordinates

X Y Z

Left ATL face area 9 182 −34 −11 −35
Right ATL face area 10 250 34 −10 −39
Left FFA 10 2001 −41 −59 −20
Right FFA 10 3451 40 −56 −20
Left prefrontal 6 1840 −43 18 25
Right prefrontal 9 3184 48 18 31
Left STS 8 1800 −53 −57 8
Right STS 10 1704 52 −51 8
Left amygdala 9 264 −18 −3 −13
Right amygdala 9 360 18 −3 −14

Table 4
The volume of the left and right FFA in each subject as a function of number of blocks
per condition. For example, 10 blocks per condition (second column of the table)
means that there were 10 blocks of face stimuli and 10 blocks of object stimuli.

ID Right FFA Left FFA

10 blocks
(mm3)

20 blocks
(mm3)

30 blocks
(mm3)

10 blocks
(mm3)

20 blocks
(mm3)

30 blocks
(mm3)

ai 2488 3832 4168 120 352 440
aj 1376 2064 2176 552 768 888
az 968 1472 1600 728 1672 1880
bs 784 1312 1880 16 112 176
ne 2808 3264 4120 944 1192 2352
ol 3984 5000 5920 2280 2664 3976
rm 3112 2824 3320 1960 2000 1968
sk 1592 2360 2920 408 1272 2176
sm 3632 4424 4872 2816 3320 3728
vd 2872 3408 3536 1960 2368 2504
Mean 2361.6 2996 3451.2 1178.4 1572 2008.8
MSE 354.02 386.68 433.37 313.26 326.18 398.77
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of blocks per condition on the volumeof the ATL face area,we compared
the volume of the right ATL face area based on data from one scan (10
blocks per condition), two scans (20 blocks per condition) and three
scans (30 blocks per condition). Table 2 shows that the face ATL is
found in all subjects only when 30 blocks per condition are used. Yet,
in contrast to Rajimehr et al. (2009) that have used 50–70 blocks and
a more liberal statistical threshold (p b .01) than we used (p b 0.001)
to localize the ATL face area, our data show that 30 blocks can reveal
the ATL face areas with coronal slice orientation. Thus, increasing the
number of experimental blocks per se is not sufficient for successful
detection of the ATL face area. It is noteworthy, however, that relative
to the more posterior face areas (reported below) more repetitions
are needed to reliably localize the ATL face area in all subjects, even
when coronal orientation scanning is used.

Localizing additional face-selective areas using multislab scanning
In addition to the ATL face area, we were interested in localizing

face-selective activations in the middle part of the temporal lobe
(mid-fusiform gyrus (FFA) and posterior STS). Yet, the high-resolution
scanning together with coronal slice orientation with a focus on the
anterior temporal lobe (24–25 slices per subject of 2.4 mm width
without gap) significantly limits brain coverage and excludes most
areas of the posterior face network. Therefore, we employed a scanning
protocol of two slabs with a gap in between them (Fig. 1A): Thirteen
first slices covered the anterior temporal region ventrally with parts of
the frontal lobes dorsally and the remaining 10–12 slices covered
mid-temporal areas ventrally and part of the parietal lobe dorsally.
Using this slice prescription, we were able to localize bilateral FFA and
right STS face area in all subjects (Table 3). Furthermore, the central
part of the anterior slab covered also the amygdala, which permitted
to localize amygdala face-selective activations (Ishai et al., 2005) in al-
most all the subjects (Table 3). Finally, as the dorsal part of the anterior
slab covered the prefrontal cortex and this permitted localizing the lat-
eral prefrontal face-selective region (Tsao et al., 2008; see also Ishai et
al., 2005) in most of the subjects as well (Table 3). This region is
relatively poorly explored probably because it cannot be detected
with standard low-resolution scanning (in Tsao et al. (2008) it was
detected in only 3 subjects) and it is not covered in most studies of
face-selective areas that have been using the axial orientation with
high resolution (e.g.: Axelrod and Yovel, 2012; Grill-Spector et al.,
2006; O'Craven and Kanwisher, 2000; Sterzer et al., 2008). Given that
we detected a relatively large activation in this area in 9 out of 10
subjects over the right hemisphere (6 subjects over the left hemi-
sphere) may suggest that high-resolution scanning is required for reli-
able detection of this prefrontal area. Future studies will need to
systematically reveal what are the best parameters required for study-
ing this area, which, similar to the ATL face area, is also likely to play
important role in high-level processing of faces including semantic
information related to faces as well as the representation of familiar
faces.
Similar to the ATL face-area we were interested whether localization
of other face-selective regions will benefit from larger number of
scanning blocks. The results of the bilateral FFA are presented in Table 4
and we can clearly see that for all subjects (with a single exception) the
volume of the FFA increased as a function of the number of blocks.

The main motivation for using coronal slice orientation was to
improve fMRI BOLD signal in the anterior temporal lobe and subse-
quently to reveal the activations of the ATL face-area. Thus, there was
no reason to expect that this orientation would be beneficial for
localization of activations in brain volumes located in regions that do
not suffer from susceptibly artifacts. Yet, to test this empirically we
compared the volume of the bilateral posterior STS face area, which
was localized using coronal and axial slice orientation. We choose the
STS face area, but not the FFA for this comparison because the axial
slice orientation included face-selective voxels in the temporal lobe
posterior to the ear canal that were not included in the multi-slab
coronal slice scanning, in which we skipped this area of the brain
(Fig. 1A). For both right and left STS there was no significant difference
between average ROI size localized using different slice orientation
(two-tail t-test, t b 1). Average volume of the left STS using axial
orientation was 1928 mm3 (MSE: 671 mm3) and using coronal
orientation it was 1800 mm3 (MSE: 649 mm3); average size of the
right STS using axial orientation was 2016 mm3 (MSE: 400 mm3) and
using coronal orientation it was 1704 mm3 (MSE: 403 mm3).
Functional organization of face-selective areas in the temporal lobe
The complementary data thatwe obtained from the two scanning ori-

entations allows us to explore the organization of face-selective regions
along the posterior–anterior axis in the occipito-temporal cortex. To
that end we combined the activations resultant from axial orientation
scanning and the anterior slab of the coronal orientation scans. For this
analysis we did not use posterior slab of coronal orientation scan as
axial orientation provided better coverage of the posterior temporal
lobe (see Fig. 1). Using this approachwewere able to benefit from reliable
face-selective activations in the anterior temporal lobe (coronal orienta-
tion) and face-selective activations in the more posterior temporal and
occipital regions (axial orientation) that cannot be covered with high-
resolution coronal slices. Critically, since the anterior temporal lobe was
covered by both scanning orientations, we ensured that the voxels
that were found with both scanning orientations have been taken only
once using the coronal orientation. The results of individual subjects
(p b 0.001, uncorrected) are shown in Fig. 4 (right hemisphere) and in
Fig. 5 (left hemisphere). We can clearly see a chain of face-selective acti-
vations (best observed on the sagittal plane), which starts with the OFA
and ends with ATL face area, while the FFA is in themiddle. It is notewor-
thy thatwhile the concept of chain of face-selective regionswas proposed
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beforehand, empirically, it was not demonstrated consistently across all
participants (e.g.: Tsao et al., 2008). Here, importantly, we show that
this organization principle is reproducible across all participants (more
pronounced in the right hemisphere, but can be clearly observed in the
left hemisphere as well). A few recent studies have reported additional
face areas between the FFA and the ATL face area (AFP1 in Tsao et al.,
2008, mid-fusiform in Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2010, 2012, FFA-2 in
McGugin et al., 2012; Pinsk et al., 2009). Though coordinates of those re-
gions vary between studies its approximate coordinate on anterior–pos-
terior (Y) axis is about−40 (MNI, center of ROI). In our study we found
a cluster of activity more anterior to the FFA (Figs. 4 and 5), which
could not be separated from the FFA in most subjects. The most anterior
part of this cluster was about−30 on anterior–posterior (Y) axis, which
is well in line with regions found anterior to the FFA but posterior to the
ear canal in previous studies (McGugin et al., 2012; Pinsk et al., 2009; Tsao
et al., 2008;Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2010). Taken together these results
clearly show a long posterior–anterior chain of face-selective regions
(OFA, FFA (or FFA1 + FFA2 + AFP1), ATL face-area) along the occipito-
temporal ventral cortex.

Experiment 2

The goal of Experiment 2 was to test the reliability of the ATL
face-selective activations measured with coronal slice orientation
across scans by localizing the area using first three scans (30 blocks
per condition) and measure face selectivity using remaining two scans
(20 blocks per condition).

Behavioral results
Average performance on the one-back task (correct detection of two

consecutive images) was 81.6% (MSE: 2.8%) for faces and 71.5% (MSE:
4.8%) for cups. Average performance was significantly higher for faces
comparing to cups (two-tailed t-test, t(8) = 4.66, p = 0.0016).

Functional MRI results
The right ATL face areawas localized in 8 (out of 9) subjects (average

size: 307 mm3,MSE: 47.2 mm3) and left ATL face areawas localized in 7
(out of 9) subjects (average size: 71 mm3,MSE: 17.2 mm3). Using inde-
pendent data, time courses for faces and cups were extracted
(Figs. 6A and B): average percent signal change for faces was signif-
icantly higher than for objects in the right ATL face area [t(7) = 2.38,
p = 0.022] and left ATL face area [t(6) =2.55, p = 0.043]. Thus, re-
sults suggest that activations in the ATL face area, localized using cor-
onal slice orientation are reliable and reproducible across scans.

General discussion

The goal of this study was to localize the ATL face area with a scan-
ning procedure that allows better detection of this region. The ATL
face area, which was suggested to play an important role in face recog-
nition (e.g. Avidan et al., 2005; Kriegeskorte et al., 2007; Nasr and
Tootell, 2012; Pyles et al., 2013; Rotshtein et al., 2005; Tsao et al.,
2008), has been typically overlooked inmost fMRI studies due to signif-
icant signal drop-out in this area of the brain, which prevented detec-
tion of a reliable face-selective activation in most subjects. Here we
show that the use of a coronal slice orientation significantly improves
the ability to localize the ATL face area relative to a commonly used
axial slice orientation. Notably, using coronal orientation in two exper-
iments we were able to reveal this region in 95% of the subjects in the
right hemisphere and in 84% of subjects in the left hemisphere. Further-
more, the volume of the ATL face area localizedwith coronal orientation
Fig. 4. Combined activations (faces > tables contrast; p b 0.001, uncorrected) of the corona
hemisphere. This includes activations detected by the anterior slab of the coronal scannin
case that they were not included in the coronal (anterior) slab mask. Thus, the resultan
face-selective regions along the anterior–posterior ventral temporal lobe can be clearly see
was significantly larger relative to the axial orientation within the same
subject (Table 1), and indeed more than two times larger than was
reported by previous studies that have used a standard, axial slice orien-
tation (Pinsk et al., 2009; Rajimehr et al., 2009; Tsao et al., 2008). Finally,
examination of face-selectivity with an independent data set showed
that face-selectivity in the ATL face area was reliable and reproducible
across scans. Taken together, using the proposed scanning approach
significant progress can be made in understanding the role of the ATL
face area in face recognition.

The coronal slice orientation was suggested to minimize signal
drop-out by through-plane signal dephasing (Kim et al., 2003, 2004;
Somerville et al., 2004). Indeed, it was previously used to decrease signal
drop-out in the inferior lateral temporal lobe (Ojemann et al., 1997),
amygdala (Chen et al., 2003; der Zwaag et al., 2012; e.g. Johnstone et al.,
2005; Kim et al., 2003, 2004; Merboldt et al., 2001; Robinson et al.,
2004; Somerville et al., 2004; Whalen et al., 2008), orbitofrontal cortex
(O'Doherty et al., 2001) and medial temporal lobe (Olman et al., 2009).
It is noteworthy, that although the coronal slice orientation was clearly
a dominant factor for successful ATL face area localization, we also
employed a series of additional scanning optimizations to minimize
signal drop-out in the ventral anterior temporal lobe. First, in order to re-
duce the effect of signal drop-out we used high-resolution scanning
(2.08 × 2.08 mm in-plane, 2.4 mm slice sickness). The reduction of slice
thickness is known to decrease signal drop-out, which results from varia-
tions in the static magnetic field (B0) within a voxel (Carlin et al., 2011;
Farzaneh et al., 1990; Olman et al., 2009) and through-slice dephasing
(Jorge et al., 2013). Second, we used a relatively short time to echo
(TE) = 30 ms parameter, which is also known to decrease signal
drop-out (Farzaneh et al., 1990; Olman et al., 2009). Notably, previous
studies that reported face-selective activation in the ATL (Pinsk et al.,
2009; Rajimehr et al., 2009; Tsao et al., 2008) also used short TE. Howev-
er, short TEs are also used in many other fMRI studies that do not report
face areas in the ATL as well as in our axial scanning (e.g. Andrews et al.,
2010; Nestor et al., 2011; Pitcher et al., 2011). Thus, a short TE by itself
does not guarantee successful localization of the ATL face area. Finally,
it was important to run 30 blocks per condition in order to achieve suc-
cessful localization of the ATL face area (Table 2).Whereas, a large num-
ber of blocks per condition results inmore reliable activations in all brain
areas regardless of signal drop-out (Kawabata Duncan and Devlin,
2011), the use of a large number of blocks alone, is not enough. That
is, Rajimehr and collegues (Rajimehr et al., 2009; see also: Nasr and
Tootell, 2012) presented over 50 blocks per condition and found the
ATL face area in only half of the subjects and its volume was smaller
than in our study despite using a lower statistical threshold than the
onewe applied here. It is noteworthy, that given that all aforementioned
scanning optimizationswere applied for both coronal and axial slice, we
can confidently assert that coronal slice orientation plays a critical role in
reliable detection of the ATL face area in almost all individuals.

Additional novel aspect of our studywas the use of amultislabmeth-
od to improve brain coverage of high resolution functional MRI scanning
(Fig. 1A) (Bernstein et al., 2004; Oshio et al., 1991). One recent functional
MRI study also used this method (Posse et al., 2012) for improving tem-
poral resolution and BOLD sensitivity in echo-volumar imaging (EVI)
rather than for getting better coverage. The use of a multislab method
allowed us to achieve coverage ofmid-temporal cortexwhere additional
face areas are typically found. Although it did not allow us to cover
the occipital face area (OFA), we did successfully localize the largest
posterior-temporal face-selective areas(FFA, pSTS; see Table 3),
which would have been impossible had we scanned with one slab
(high-resolution scanning with a 2.4 mm slice thickness results
in a limited brain coverage). More generally, we believe that
l and axial orientation scanning shows a long chain of face-selective areas in the right
g combined with the axial scanning. Voxels from axial orientation were taken only in
t image contained non-overlapping results of axial and coronal models. A chain of
n on the sagittal plane (OFA, FFA (FFA1 + FFA2), ATL face-area).
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the multislab scanning procedure might be beneficial to fMRI
high-resolution studies in general, when two distant brain volumes
are of interest. For example, high-resolution studies that explore ac-
tivity in themedial temporal lobe and hippocampus (for review: Carr
et al., 2010) can also cover distant areas such as the prefrontal cortex
or early visual cortex by usingmultislab scanning, which are current-
ly overlooked in these studies.

Finally, by combining together the activations from axial and coronal
slice orientation scanning we were able to observe a long chain of face-
selective areas from the posterior to the anterior temporal lobe, bilaterally
in all the subjects (Figs. 4 and 5). Thus, in addition to the commonly found
OFA, FFA and STS face area, and the ATL face area we report here and dis-
cuss above, most subjects showed at least one additional face-selective
areas located anterior to the FFA but posterior to the ATL face-area. This
area was recently revealed in a few subjects by several studies (AFP1 in
Tsao et al., 2008, mid-Fusiform in Weiner and Grill-Spector, 2010, FFA-2
in McGugin et al., 2012; Pinsk et al., 2009). Interestingly, the anterior
face-selective regions are located in the same posterior–anterior axis as
the FFA and OFA, suggesting putative mechanism for hierarchical face
processing (Freiwald and Tsao, 2010).

Although our main purpose was to reliably detect the ATL face area,
the coronal slice orientation scanning also revealed a large face-selective
region in the prefrontal cortex. To date only few studies reported this
face-selective region (Tsao et al., 2008) and similar to the ATL face-area it
was not found in all subjects and its volume was relatively small (but see:
Chan and Downing, 2011). Given that face-selective activations in the pre-
frontal cortex were reliably found in the macaque's brain with both fMRI
(Tsao et al., 2008) and single unit recording (Ó Scalaidhe et al., 1997), this
area is likely to be an integral part of the face-selective network and to
play a critical role in face recognition.

In conclusion, our study demonstrated a reliable procedure for local-
izing the face-selective area in the ATL using coronal slice orientation.
This procedure allows now systematic investigation of the role of this
area in face processing, which could not have been accomplished
before. We also highlight the application of the multi-slab scanning to
obtain better coverage with high-resolution scanning in general. Finally,
our results provide important corroboration to the proposal that the
anterior temporal face-selective area is an integral part of a large face-
processing network.
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